LINGFIELD
PLAISANCE DU TOUCH

THE FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE TWINNING OATH

We, as Mayors of Lingfield and Plaisance du Touch, freely appointed by our fellow citizens suffrage, as representatives of our people’s deep aspirations and our respective municipalities

Considering the strong links between the French and British peoples, in a spirit of mutual understanding and European solidarity,

Considering, forty years after the signing of our twinning oath, the strength of the commitments of which we are the depositaries empowering respectful and friendly exchanges that our two cities maintain their longevity and vitality,

Considering our unwavering commitment to democratic ideals, fraternity, freedom and social progress,

Let us make a solemn commitment to continue our actions towards our youth and our citizens and to strengthen our cooperation in the fields of art, culture and sport, in order to prepare a better future for young people and citizens of our cities in a brotherly Europe and a world in peace.

Made in Plaisance du Touch Saturday, March 23rd, 2019

Andrea WATSON
Lingfield Parish Councillor of Lingfield

Philippe GUYOT
Mayor of Plaisance du Touch